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How can one portray a life? What are the implications

of articulating an identity? How does one depict the self

and the family? For centuries, artists have dealt with

questions such as these, all of which seem to lead to

more questions: Who am I? How am I different? Where

am I going? These are queries that are particularly

germane to Micah Lexier’s concerns of identity and

self-recognition in the exhibition Two Parents and Three

Children. For over two decades this Toronto-based artist

has been exploring familial relationships, notions of

growing up and growing older, and trying to construct

personal meaning from it all; the works in this exhibition

were made for, with or about his family.

While the search for identity has always been para-

mount in Lexier’s practice, this lost child of the tradi-

tional portrait is never going to fit easily into the genre.

Portraits of the artist’s family are wayward in their sub-

versions of conventional portraiture yet, despite their

lack of orthodoxy, Lexier is capable of creating a dis-

tinct form in which familial relationships are lovingly

expressed. Unlike most portraiture, Lexier does not rely

on the appearance of the sitter, but rather on a refined

sense of materials that are everyday and familiar. His

portraits appear simple, but are deceptively complex.

For the artist, it is not a matter of remembering the phys-

ical likeness of his loved ones but rather what is remem-

bered in relation to shared events and shared moments.

The works in this exhibition are intricately cut, assem-

bled, collected, and hermetically presented in framing

devices and vitrines. They are offered as conundrums to

be dissected and de-coded, and yet even the questions

they symbolically pose can no more be easily answered

than the images can be taken apart.

With a cultivated instinct, Lexier is a master of place-

ment regardless of the materials in question. Those

materials and objects — few of which involve the artist’s

own hand but all of which unmistakably convey his sen-

sibility — include a piece of granite and a velvet bag,

a cast bronze rope, a calendar, notes to self, and cards

with handwritten dates. These works place the viewer

in a situation where the systems of substantiation fall

under intense review. Each of the objects is steeped in

the vocabulary of relationships, positioning us as spec-

tators to the artist’s life while experiencing our own

Proustian “madeleines.”1

Like Lexier, many of us belong to the post-war gen-

eration in which nuclear families of “two parents and

three children” are the norm. Lexier uses such common-

alities as touchstones for collective experience, where

our own thoughts and memories mingle with his, either

to relate or differentiate and thus allowing us to test or

create new meanings. Comparison, in fact, is a strategy

that Lexier often embraces in his materials and images

themselves. The phrase “Two Parents and Three Chil-

dren” is one that appears within his The Five Word Phrase

Calendar (Flachschaukasten version) (2005), in which there

are 31 phrases altogether—one for each day of the month,

with each new day revealing a unique five-word phrase.

Lexier has frequently (and openly) borrowed from

existing forms found in everyday experience, and here,

too, the calendar represents a mechanism of time that

we all use to measure the passage of days and months.

As he has asserted,

The Five Word Phrase Calendar is my proposal for a new

system in which each day of the month is to be known by

a five-word phrase rather than by that day’s date. My idea

is that there would be 31 different five-word phrases and

each would be paired with, and substituted for, a different

day of the month.2

Five-word phrases borrowed from literary sources, pop

music and his personal reality were collected and then 
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narrowed down for the 31 calendar days. Lexier then

arranged them alphabetically so that the piece had a

fixed order: “A bird in the hand” always appears on the

1st of the month, and “You can count on me” always

appears on the 31st.

Works like The Five Word Phrase Calendar introduce

viewers to the kind of personal yet methodical channel-

surfing Lexier engages in, while at the same time pre-

senting us with an altogether different kind of reality

that directs our attention to the limitations and conven-

tions of standard measurement. The very phrase “Two

Parents and Three Children” is the sort of maxim that a

child would learn at an early age in terms of identifica-

tion and reinforcement of self-image. Children also com-

pare and measure themselves in accordance with their

siblings and their parents. It is an identification that

often continues throughout adulthood; for Lexier, his

family — father, mother, sister, and brother — continues

to be an integral part of an ongoing investigation of who

he is, how he measures himself against others, and how

those measures constantly change over time.

Measures of sibling comparison are the subject of

J/J/M (1995), in which a twist of rope cast in bronze em-

bodies an allegorical measurement emphasizing the age

difference between the artist, his older brother and his

sister. For example, the longest strand represents his sister

at the age of 40 and is 40 inches long; the second longest

stands in for his brother at 35 years and is 35 inches, while

the shortest references Micah at 34 years and 34 inches.

The letters of the title are the initials of their first names,

in birth order. Altogether the simple effect provides an

extraordinary metaphor for the twists and turns the sib-

lings have taken together as a family unit. Just like look-

ing at a family photograph, one is prompted to make

comparisons of size and age, and yet Lexier makes the

dubious nature of any family portrait very clear, high-

lighting what an image tells us — or, more pressingly,

what it doesn’t tell us—about the reality of a family’s life.

As a user-friendly Duchampian, Lexier straddles

the boundary between art and the everyday. By playing 

with the bits and pieces of his life — mundane faxes,

notes of encouragement, handwritten cards — he recog-

nizes that however banal such materials may be, they

are objects and signs capable of expressing and reflect-

ing issues of social identification. He insists on leading

us through a maze of images that, step by step, acknowl-

edge bittersweet epiphanies and supportive gestures,

and reveal a family of accomplices to his creative pro-

cess. Frequently he borrows their handwriting by using

their signatures, personal marks or selected words —

mini-portraits of sorts — that capture wholly distinct

characteristics.

Many of these ideas were explored in the Lives &

Works series, of which there are four in this exhibition.

They were created at a time when Lexier says, “[he]

was re-setting [him]self as an artist.” After living for a

decade in New York, he was questioning where he want-

ed to “live and work” — a phrase that appears in most

artists’ curriculum vitæ (e.g. Micah Lexier lives and

works in Toronto). Known as an artist who sets up rules

and parameters for his conceptual projects, this series

gave Lexier license to do whatever he wanted in order

to open up his subject matter and imagery. It was only

the “grand title” itself, followed by a secondary title,

which gave the series its artist-imposed criteria.

For example, Lives & Works (Great Love Dad) (2005)

began with a note from the artist’s father. Lexier chose

to isolate the last word (“great”) in a sentence written

by his father, followed by the closing salutation, “Love

Dad.” He then rendered his father’s handwriting and

mark-making — complete with commas and periods —

into laser-cut steel and water-cut aluminum mounted

onto a wall. The addition of red commas and periods to

those of his father’s (in black) heightens the poignancy

of his father’s affectionate statement and also provides

a sort of father/son echo. Such austere standards of

punctuation here become tender allegorical measure-

ments of reciprocity. Lexier’s lingual variations on his

father’s mark-making æstheticizes the rational logic of

punctuation itself to touching effect.
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Page 5: Micah Lexier, Lives & Works (Great Love Dad), 2005, laser-cut steel, waterjet-cut aluminum, enamel paint, 45.7 x 114.3 x 25 cm,

courtesy Birch Libralato, Toronto.





In another work, the artist creates a portrait of—and

by—his mother, from whom (as family friends often point

out) he inherited his artistic talent. Frequently signing

her name and augmenting it with a drawing, Lexier felt

that his mother’s way of signing-off had a distinctive

flair and revealed her artistic impulses. Debby Lexier’s

Tulip Drawing (1) (2008) started from a drawing she made

according to her son’s simple instructions: draw tulips,

draw them in a grid. Lexier then scanned the drawings

to begin his process. Perhaps it was a miscue or a mis-

take, but the delicate floral imagery became cropped

and distorted through glitches in the scanning pro-

cess. Finding both absurdity and unexpected beauty in

the “re-translation,” Lexier embraced the mistake. He 

enlarged the distorted tulip drawings to create a large,

wall-mounted, aluminum sculpture. The imperfect but

accepted result underscores the artist’s interest in keep-

ing an open-mind when something goes in an unexpected

direction, and finding value in mistakes and misunder-

standings. The work therefore becomes a beautiful anal-

ogy for the mothering process, about a mother and son

who value intuition and an appreciation for stepping

into the unknown.

In addition to works about his nuclear family, Lexier

has also made works about his grandmother and grand-

father, extending his exploration to three generations of

his family. They are among his most important pieces.

Consider his 1988 installation, Touch to Change (Micah 
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Above: Micah Lexier, Debby Lexier’s Tulip Drawing (1), 2008, waterjet-cut aluminum, enamel paint, painted wall, 342.9 x 368.3 x .25 cm,

courtesy TrépanierBaer, Calgary.



from Baba Sarah), which references a phrase written on

a gift card from his grandmother. Lexier enlarged her

hand-written text in laser-cut steel and then connected

each of the words to a coloured light socket that reacted

to the pressure of the viewer’s touch. The number of times

it is touched determines the level of light intensity. In

a very simple transaction, Lexier invites us to touch, to

interact and share an intimate experience, perhaps trig-

gering our own reflections of affectionate grandmothers.

In another work, a major public commission, Lexier

pays tribute to his paternal grandfather. Hanging from

the ceiling of Scurfield Hall at the University of Calgary

is A Portrait of My Grandfather (1994). It is a prodigious

piece, made from 29,064 laser-cut stainless steel Xs and

suspended like a chandelier. The abundance of Xs rep-

resents the exact number of days that his grandfather

was alive. The letter X itself was excerpted from his

grandfather’s signature as found by the artist in a book

following his death. The letter was then replicated and

transformed by Lexier in an elegant yet simple manner,

inventing a shimmering poetic form composed of raw

but carefully selected data.

Lexier uses the simple pleasures afforded by the

vocabularies of minimalism and conceptual art almost

as if paring his language to the style of an actuary’s

handbook. To this, however, he adds a resonance that is

reassuringly human. Through his riffs, rules, disquisitions, 

temporal dislocations, endless connections, and framed

analogies, we pulse through a family of separate but

linked enigmas. In trying to construct meaning, the viewer

is challenged to make meaning out of one’s own stories

that have similar pitfalls, similar traps and similar im-

passes. One is left without conclusion but in its stead, a

feeling of coherence and devotion. In the end, this exhi-

bition is not just a family portrait; it is a self-portrait of

the artist that touches both the mind and the heart.

— Marnie Fleming, Curator of Contemporary Art,

Oakville Galleries
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Micah Lexier is an artist, a collector of things, and (sometimes)

a curator. He has a deep interest in measurement, numbers and

the kinds of casual marks we make in our day-to-day lives. He

has had over 90 solo exhibitions, participated in over 150 group

exhibitions and produced a dozen permanent public commissions.

Lexier is represented in Toronto by Birch Libralato, in Calgary

by TrepanierBaer and in Berlin by the Gitte Weise Galerie. More

information can be found at micahlexier.com.
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